Iterative computation on large graphs has challenged system research from two aspects: (1) how to conduct high performance parallel processing for both in-memory and outof-core graphs; and (2) how to handle large graphs that exceed the resource boundary of traditional systems by resource aware graph partitioning such that it is feasible to run large-scale graph analysis on a single PC. This paper presents GraphLego, a resource adaptive graph processing system with multi-level programmable graph parallel abstractions. GraphLego is novel in three aspects: (1) we argue that vertex-centric or edge-centric graph partitioning are ineffective for parallel processing of large graphs and we introduce three alternative graph parallel abstractions to enable a large graph to be partitioned at the granularity of subgraphs by slice, strip and dice based partitioning; (2) we use dice-based data placement algorithm to store a large graph on disk by minimizing non-sequential disk access and enabling more structured in-memory access; and (3) we dynamically determine the right level of graph parallel abstraction to maximize sequential access and minimize random access. GraphLego can run efficiently on different computers with diverse resource capacities and respond to different memory requirements by real-world graphs of different complexity. Extensive experiments show the competitiveness of GraphLego against existing representative graph processing systems, such as GraphChi, GraphLab and X-Stream.
INTRODUCTION
Scaling iterative computation on large graphs with billions of vertices and billions of edges is widely recognized as a challenging systems research problem, which has received heated attention recently [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . We can classify existing research activities into two broad categories: (1) Distributed solutions and (2) Single PC based solutions. Most of existing research efforts are dedicated to the distributed graph partitioning strategies [2, [17] [18] [19] to distribute large graphs across a cluster of computer nodes. Several recent efforts [4, 11, 14, 16, 20] have successfully demonstrated huge opportunities for optimizing graph processing on a single PC through efficient storage organization and in-memory computation. However, most existing approaches rely on vertex-centric graph parallel computation model.
Many existing algorithms fail to work effectively under the vertex-centric computation model for several scenarios: (1) when the algorithms require to load the whole graph into the main memory but the graph and its intermediate results of computation together are too big to fit into the available memory; (2) when high degree vertices and their edges combined with the necessary intermediate results are too big to fit into the working memory; (3) when the time of computing on a vertex and its edges is much faster than the time to access to the vertex state and its edge data in memory or on disk; and (4) when the computation workloads on different vertices are significantly imbalanced due to the highly skewed vertex degree distribution.
To address the above issues, we propose to exploit computational parallelism by introducing three alternative graph parallel abstractions that offer larger level of granularity than vertex-centric model, with three complimentary objectives: (1) large graphs should be stored physically on disk using the right level of partition granularity to maximize sequential I/Os; (2) large graphs should be partitioned into graph parallel units such that each partition plus the necessary intermediate results will fit into the working memory and parallel computation on partitions generate well balanced workloads; and (3) different graph parallel abstractions are critical for scaling parallel processing of large graphs to computers with different capacities.
In this paper we present GraphLego, a resource aware graph processing system with multi-level programmable parallel abstractions. GraphLego by design has three novel features. First, to introduce graph parallel abstractions at different levels of granularity, we model a large graph as a 3D cube with source vertex, destination vertex and edge weight as the dimensions. This data structure enables us to introduce multi-level hierarchical graph parallel abstraction by slice, strip and dice based graph partitioning. Second, we dynamically determine the right level of graph parallel abstraction based on the available system resource and the characteristics of graph datasets for each of the iterative graph computation algorithms. By employing flexible and tunable graph parallel abstractions, GraphLego can run iterative graph computations efficiently on any single PC with different CPU and memory capacities. We show that by choosing the right level of parallel abstraction, we can maximize sequential access and minimize random access. Third but not the least, GraphLego uses dice-based data placement algorithm to store a large graph on disk by minimizing non-sequential disk access and enabling more structured in-memory access. By supporting multi-level programmable graph parallel abstractions and dynamic customization, GraphLego enables data scientists to tailor their graph computations in response to different real-world graphs of varying sizes/complexity and different computing platforms with diverse computing resources.
RELATED WORK
We classify existing research activities on graph processing system into two broad categories below [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
Single PC based systems [4, 11, [14] [15] [16] 20] are gaining attention in recent years. GraphLab [4] presented a new sequential shared memory abstraction where each vertex can read and write data on adjacent vertices and edges. It supports the representation of structured data dependencies and flexible scheduling for iterative computation. GraphChi [11] partitions a graph into multiple shards by storing each vertex and its in-edges in one shard. It introduces a novel parallel sliding window based method to facilitate fast access to the out-edges of a vertex stored in other shards. TurboGraph [14] presented a multi-thread graph engine by using a compact storage of slotted page list and exploiting the full parallelism of multi-core CPU and Flash SSD I/O. XStream [16] is an edge-centric approach to the scatter-gather programming model on a single shared-memory machine. It uses streaming partitions to utilize the sequential streaming bandwidth of the storage medium for graph processing.
Distributed graph systems [1, 2, 5, 8, 10, 13, [17] [18] [19] have attracted active research in recent years, with Pregel [2] , PowerGraph [10] /Distributed GraphLab [8] , and GraphX [19] as the most popular systems. Pregel [2] is a bulk synchronous message passing abstraction where vertices can receive messages sent in the previous iteration, send messages to other vertices and modify its own state and that of its outgoing edges or mutate graph topology. PowerGraph [10] extends GraphLab [4] and distributed GraphLab [8] by using the Gather-Apply-Scatter model of computation to address the natural graphs with highly skewed power-law degree distributions. GraphX [19] enables iterative graph computation, written in Scala like API in terms of GraphX RDG, to run on the SPARK cluster platform, making the programming of iterative graph algorithms on Spark easier than PowerGraph and Pregel.
Iterative graph applications has been extensively studied in the areas of machine learning, data mining and information retrieval [21, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . Typical examples of real-world iterative graph applications include ranking, similarity search, graph classification, graph clustering, and collaborative filtering. Popular iterative graph applications can be categorized into three classes in terms of the core computation used in the respective algorithms: (1) matrix-vector computation, such as PageRank [21] , EigenTrust [28] and Random Walk with Restart [29] ; (2) matrix-matrix computation, including Heat Diffusion Kernel [24, 30] , Label Propagation [31] , wvRN [32] , Markov Clustering [33] and SA-Cluster [34] ; and (3) matrix factorization, such as NMF [36] , SVD++ [37] , Social Regularization [38] . They often need to repeatedly self-interact on a single graph or iteratively interact among multiple graphs to discover both direct and indirect relationships between vertices.
To our best knowledge, GraphLego is the first one to support multi-level programmable parallel graph abstractions (slice, strip, dice) and to provide resource adaptive selection of the right level of graph parallel granularity for partitioning, storing and accessing large graphs.
GRAPHLEGO APPROACH
Real graphs often have skewed vertex degree distribution and skewed edge weight distribution. Partitioning a large graph in terms of vertex partitions without considering skewed vertex degree distribution or edges with skewed weight distribution may result in substantial processing imbalance in parallel computation. In addition, different types of iterative graph applications combined with different sizes of graphs often have different resource demands on CPU, memory and disk I/O. GraphLego is designed to address these issues by introducing resource-adaptive and multi-level programmable graph parallel abstractions.
Graph Processing with 3D Cube
3D Cube. GraphLego represents a given graph G as a 3D cube I with source vertices, destination vertices and edge weights as the three dimensions. Formally, a directed graph is defined as G=(V, E, W ) where V is a set of n vertices, E is a set of directed edges, and W is a set of weights of edges in E. Each vertex is associated with one or more states. Two vertices may be connected by multiple parallel edges. For an edge e=(u, v)∈E, we refer to e as the in-edge of v and the out-edge of u and we refer to u and v as the source vertex and the destination vertex of e respectively. In GraphLego, we model a graph G with a 3-dimensional representation of G, called 3D cube, denoted as I=(S, D, E, W ) where S=V represents the set of source vertices and D=V specifies the set of destination vertices. Given a vertex u∈S and a vertex v∈D, if (u, v)∈E then (u, v).weight=w∈W and (u, v, w) represents a cell with u, v, w as coordinates.
GraphLego by design provides three alternative graph parallel abstractions to partition a graph and to enable localityoptimized access to the stored graph using three different levels of granularity: slice, strip and dice. By utilizing different graph parallel abstractions based on memory resource capacity, GraphLego can process big graphs efficiently on a single PC with different resource capacity, by using a unified multi-level graph parallel abstractions based computation framework.
Dice-based Parallel Graph Abstraction
The dice partitioning method partitions a large graph G into dice-based subgraph blocks and store G in dices to balance the parallel computation tasks and maximize the advantage of parallel processing. Concretely, given G=(V, E, W ) and its 3D cube I=(S, D, E, W ), we first sort the vertices in V4   V2   V12   V16  V11   V5  V14  V13   V1  V3   V9  V10  V8   V7   V6 V15
(a) Original Graph (u, v) .weight∈WH } is a set of directed edges, each with its source vertex from SH and its destination vertex from DH and its edge weight in WH . Unlike a vertex and its adjacency list (edges), a dice is a subgraph block comprised of a SVP, a DVP and the set of edges that connect source vertices in the SVP to the destination vertices in the DVP. Thus, a high degree vertex u and its edges are typically partitioned into multiple dices. Figure 1 (a) gives an example graph and Figure 1 (b) shows a dice-based partitioning of this example graph. Each of four dice partitions is a dice-based subgraph satisfying the constraint defined by the specific SVP and DVP. Because in-edges and out-edges of a vertex are often applied to different application scenarios, we maintain two types of dices for each vertex v in G: one is in-edge dice (IED) containing only in-edges of v and another is out-edge dice (OED) containing only out-edges of v. Figure 2 shows the storage organization of the dice partitions in Figure 1 (b), consisting of a vertex table, an edge table (in-edges or out-edges), and a mapping of vertex ID to partition ID.
In GraphLego, dice is the smallest storage unit and by default the original graph G is stored on disk in unordered dices. To provide efficient processing for all types of iterative graph computations, GraphLego stores an original graph using two types of 3D cubes: in-edge cube and out-edge cube, each consists of unordered set of dices of the same type on disk (IEDs or OEDs). This provides efficient access locality for iterative graph computations that require only out-edges or only in-edges or both.
Slice-based Parallel Graph Abstraction
In contrast to dices, slices are the largest partition units in GraphLego. To address the skewed edge weight distribution, we provide the slice-based graph partitioning method, which partitions a 3D cube of graph into p slices along dimension W . p is chosen such that edges with similar weights are clustered into the same partition. Table 1 : Transition Distribution on DBLPS to carry out the iterative graph computation according to application-dependent accuracy requirements.
An intuitive example for utilizing slice partitioning is to handle multigraphs. A multigraph is a graph that allows for parallel edges (multiple edges) between a pair of vertices. RDF graph is a typical example of multigraph, where a pair of subject and object vertices may have multiple edges with each annotated by one predicate. Similarly, the D-BLP coauthor graph can also be generated as a coauthor multigraph in terms of 24 computer research fields [46] : AI, AIGO, ARC, BIO, CV, DB, DIST, DM, EDU, GRP, HCI, IR, ML, MUL, NLP, NW, OS, PL, RT, SC, SE, SEC, SIM, WWW. A pair of coauthors in this multigraph can have up to 24 parallel edges, each weighted by the number of coauthored papers in one of the 24 computer science fields [27] . Figure 3 shows an illustrative example of slices. Consider the example co-author graph in Figure 3 (a) with three types of edges: AI, DB and DM, representing the number of coauthored publications on AI conferences (IJCAI, AAAI and ECAI ), DB conferences (SIGMOD, VLDB and ICDE ), and DM conferences (KDD, ICDM and SDM ), respectively. By slice partitioning, we obtain three slices in Figure 3 (b), (c) and (d) respectively, one for each category. If we want to compute the coauthor based social influence among researchers in DB and DM area, we only need to perform iterative computation on the coauthor graph using joint publications in DB and DM conferences and journals.
Another innovative and rewarding usage of slice partitioning is to speed up the iterative graph algorithms on single graphs by performing parallel computation on p slices in parallel. Consider PageRank as an example, the edge weights in the original simple graph are normalized as probabilities in the transition matrix M. Thus, the domain of W is defined on a continuous space over the range [0, 1] . In each iteration, PageRank updates the ranking vector R by iteratively calculating the multiplication between M and R. However, the transition matrix M often has skewed edge weight distribution. For instance, the transition matrix for the DBLPS dataset [44] has skewed distribution of transition probabilities (the percentage of edges in the specific weight range to total edges), as shown in Table 1 . By introducing dimension W , GraphLego can partition the input DBLPS graph for PageRank into slices along dimension W based on its transition matrix M and execute the iterative computations at the slice level in parallel. This enables GraphLego to We show that the iterative graph computation using the slice partitioning significantly improves the performance of all graph algorithms we have tested.
The slice partitioning can be viewed as an edge partitioning through clustering by the edge weights. However, when a slice-based subgraph (partition block) together with its intermediate results are too big to fit into the working memory, we further cut the graph into smaller graph parallel units such as dices (see Section 3.1.1) or strips (see Section 3.1.3).
Strip-based Parallel Graph Abstraction
For graphs that are sparse with skewed degree distribution, high degree vertices can incur acute imbalance in parallel computation, and lead to serious performance degradation. This is because the worker thread assigned to a high degree vertex takes much longer time to compute than the parallel threads computing on low degree vertices. To maximize the performance of parallel computation, and ensure better resource utilization and better work balance, in GraphLego we introduce the strip-based graph partitioning, which cuts a graph along either its source dimension or its destination dimension to obtain strips. Compared to the dice-based partitioning that cuts a graph (or slices of a graph) along both source and destination dimensions, strips represent larger partition units than dices. A strip can be viewed as a sequence of dices stored physically together. Similarity, we further cut a slice into strips when single slice can not fit into the working memory.
An efficient way to construct in-edge strips (out-edge strips) is to cut an in-edge cube or slice (out-edge cube or slice) along destination (source) dimension D (S). By cutting an in-edge slice of G, J=(S, D, EJ , WJ ), along D into q in-edge strips, each strip is denoted as K=(S, DK , EK , WJ ), where DK ⊆D is a subset of destination vertices, and EK ={(u, v)|u ∈S, v∈DK , (u, v) .weight∈WJ , (u, v) ∈EJ } is a set of directed edges from S to DK with weights in WJ . An in-edge strip contains all IEDs of a DVP. Similarly, an out-edge strip can be defined and it has all OEDs of a SVP. Figure 4 gives an illustrative example of strip-based partitioning, where two strips are extracted from the DB slice in Figure 3 ( Another important feature of our graph partitioning methods is to choose smaller subgraph blocks such as dice partition or strip partition to balance the parallel computation efficiency among partition blocks and to use larger subgraph blocks such as slice partition or strip partition to maximize sequential access and minimize random access.
Graph Partitioning Algorithms
In the first prototype of GraphLego, we implement the three parallel graph abstraction based partitioning, placement and access algorithm using a unified graph processing framework with the top-down partitioning strategy. Given a PC, a graph dataset and a graph application, such as PageRank or SSSP, GraphLego provides the system default partitioning settings on p (#Slices), q (#Strips) and r (#Dices). We defer the detailed discussion on the settings of optimal partitioning parameters to Section 3.5. Based on the system-supplied default settings of the partitioning parameters, we first partition a graph into p slices, and then we partition each slice into q strips, and partition each strip into r dices. The partitioning parameters are chosen such that each graph partition block and its intermediate results will fit into the working memory. In GraphLego, we first partition the source vertices of a graph into SVPs, partition destination vertices of the graph into DVPs and then partition the graph into edge partitions slice by slice, strip by strip or dice by dice. Figure 2 gives an example of vertex partitioning and edge partitioning for the graph in Figure 1 . Based on the system-recommended partitioning parameter, we store the graph in the physical storage using the smallest partition unit given by the system configuration. Dice is the smallest and most frequently used partition block in GraphLego (see Table 6 ). GraphLego provides a three-level partition-index structure to access dice partition blocks on disk slice by slice, strip by strip or dice by dice. When the graph application has sufficient memory to host the entire index in memory, sequential access to dices stored in physical storage can be maximized. For example, PageRank algorithm requires computing the ranking score for every vertex using its incoming edges and its corresponding source vertices in each iteration. Thus, the PageRank implementation in GraphLego will start to access the graph by one in-edge strip at a time. For each strip, we check if there are multiple slices corresponding to this strip, For each strip and a corresponding slice, we access the dices corresponding to the strip and the slice. GraphLego provides a function library to 
Access Locality Optimization
We describe two access locality based optimizations implemented in the first prototype of GraphLego: (1) graph index structure for indexing slices, strips and dices; and (2) graph partition-level compression for optimizing disk I/Os. Partition Index. GraphLego stores a graph G in the physical storage as either dices or strips or slices. The iterative graph computation is performed in parallel at the partition level, be it a dice or a strip or a slice. Each partition block corresponds to a subgraph of G. In order to provide fast access to partition blocks of G stored on disk using slice or strip or dice specific conditions, and to ensure that each partition subgraph is loaded into the working memory only once or minimum number of times in each iteration, we design a general graph index structure to enable us to construct the slice index, the strip index or the dice index. The dice index is a dense index that maps a dice ID and its DVP (or SVP) to the chunks on disk where the corresponding dice partition is stored physically. The strip index is a two-level sparse index, which maps a strip ID to the dice index blocks and then map each dice ID to the dice partition chunks in the physical storage. Similarly, the slice index is a three-level sparse index with slice index blocks at the top, strip index blocks at the middle and dice index blocks at the bottom, enabling fast retrieval of dices with a slice-specific condition. In addition, we also maintain a vertex index that maps each vertex to the set of subgraph partitions containing this vertex, as shown in Figure 2 . This index allows fast lookup of the partitions relevant to a given vertex.
Partition-level Compression. It is known that iterative computations on large graphs incur non-trivial cost for the I/O processing. For example, the I/O processing of Twitter dataset on a PC with 4 CPU cores and 16GB memory takes 50.2% of the total running time for PageRank (5 iterations). In addition to utilize index, we employ partitionlevel compression to increase the disk I/O efficiency. Concretely, GraphLego transforms the raw graph data into par-
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Figure 5: Data Structure for Compressed Graph tition blocks and applies in-memory gzip compression to transform each partition block into a compressed format before storing them on disk. We maintain two buffers in memory, one for input graph data and another for in-memory compressed output graph data. As soon as a sequential read into the input stream buffer is completed, we start the inmemory gzip compression and append the compressed data to the output stream buffer. After finishing the compression, GraphLego sequentially writes the compressed chunks in the output stream buffer to disk. This one-time compression cost at the building time can provide quick access to stored graph partitions and reduce I/O time in each of the graph computation iteration. A gzip-compressed graph file consists of a 2KB head section and multiple partition sections, as shown in Figure 5 . The head section stocks the descriptive information about the graph: the number of vertices, the number of edges, the edge type (undirected or directed), the domain of edge weights, the average degree, and the maximum degree. Each partition section consists of a 1KB metadata tag followed by the data in the partition. The tag provides the descriptive information about the specific partition: the data type, the size of partition, the number of edges, the source range, the destination range, the domain of edge weights.
Programmable GraphLego Interface
GraphLego provides a conventional programming interface to enable users to write their iterative graph algorithms using the vertex centric computation model. By supporting the vertex centric programming API, the users of GraphLego only need to provide their iterative algorithms in terms of vertex-level computation using the functions provided in our API, such as Scatter and Gather. For each iterative graph algorithm defined by users using our API, GraphLego will compile it into a sequence of GraphLego internal function (routine) calls that understand the internal data structures for accessing the graph by subgraph partition blocks. These routines can carry out the iterative computation for the input graph either slice by slice, strip by strip, or dice by dice. For example, PageRank algorithm can be written by simply proving the computation tasks, as shown in Algorithm 2.
For each vertex in a DVP to be updated, GraphLego maintains a temporary local buffer to aggregate received messages. Since each vertex v may contain both in-edges and out-edges, users only need to define two application-level functions to instruct the system-level scatter and gather routines to perform the concrete aggregations. Given a vertex, the Scatter function works on a selection of v's neighbors, say the destination vertices of the out-edges of v, to scatter its update based on its vertex state from the previous iteration. Similarly, the Gather function works on a selection of v's neighbors, e.g., the source vertices of the in-edges of v, to gather the information in order to update its vertex state, and pass this updated vertex state to the next iteration if the update commits and otherwise assign a partial commit to the gather task.
Vertices are accessed either by DVP or SVP depending on the specific graph algorithm. For each vertex to be updated, GraphLego maintains a temporary local buffer to aggregate 
Similarly, the Gather function in our API will be carried out by executing a sequence of four tasks with the first three routines identical to the implementation of the scatter function. The fourth routine is the Gather routine, which executes the gather task in two phases: (1) intra-partition gather, performing partial update of vertices or edges within a partition subgraph block, and (2) cross-partition gather, combining partial updates from multiple partition blocks. We call the vertices that belong to more than one subgraph partitions (e.g., dices) the border vertices. The crosspartition gather is only necessary for the border vertices. The Gather routine first records the messages that v has received from the source vertices of v's in-edges in the receive buffer, produces the count of the received messages, combines the update messages in the receive buffer using the local aggregation operation provided in the user-defined gather function, and then store the partial update as the new vertex state of v. At the end of the aggregation operation, if the received message count is the same as the in-degree of v, then we get the final update of v, and store it as the new state of v for this iteration. Otherwise, if the received message count is less than the in-degree of v, we mark this vertex as a border vertex, indicating that it belongs to more than one partition blocks and thus needs to enter the cross-partition gather phase. In the next subsection, we will discuss how GraphLego executes the cross-partition gather task to combine the partial updates from different edge partitions at different levels of granularity to generate the complete update.
Synchronization and Multi-threading
To maximize parallelism in iterative graph computations, GraphLego provides parallel processing at two levels: (1) parallel processing at the subgraph partition level (slice, strip or dice) , and (2) parallel processing at the vertex level A number of design choices are made carefully to support effective synchronization and multi-threading, ensuring vertex and edge update consistency.
Parallel partial vertex update. As vertices in different dice or strip based subgraph partitions belong to different DVPs (or SVPs), and the DVPs (SVPs) from different strip or dice partitions are disjoint within the given graph or a slice of the graph, the vertex update can be executed safely in parallel on multiple strip or dice based partitions, providing partition-level graph parallelism. Furthermore, the vertex update can also be executed safely in parallel on multiple vertices within each strip or dice since each vertex within the same DVP (or SVP) is unique. Thus, GraphLego implements the two-level graph computation parallelism at the partition level and at the vertex level.
However, all the parallel vertex updates at both partitionlevel and vertex level are partial for two reasons: (1) although the edge sets in different in-edge subgraph partitions are disjoint, an edge may belong to one in-edge partition and one out-edge partition for strip or dice based partitions; thus concurrent edge update needs to be synchronized; (2) a vertex may belong to more than one partitions. Thus, the vertex updates performed within a strip or dice partition are partial and need to do cross-partition gather among strip or dice partitions; and (3) the associated edges of a DVP (or SVP) may lie in multiple slices. Thus, the vertex updates performed concurrently on strip or dice partitions within each slice are partial and need to do cross-partition gather among slices.
For cross-partition gather at slice level, for each vertex, there are at most p partial vertex update states, one per slice. We need to aggregate all the partial vertex update states for each vertex to obtain its final vertex update state before moving to the next iteration. To ensure the correctness and consistency of obtaining the final vertex updates via aggregating such partial vertex update states, during each iteration, GraphLego uses an individual thread to sequentially aggregate all partial vertex updates of a single DVP (or SVP) slice by slice.
Similarly, for cross-partition gather at strip or dice level, GraphLego divides the strip or dice based partitions that share the same DVP (or SVP) into DVP (or SVP) specific partition groups, and sets the number of DVPs (or SVPs) to be processed in parallel by the number of concurrent threads used (#threads) such that an individual memory block, i.e., partial update list is assigned to each partition group for cross-partition gather. Now each of the individual threads is dedicated to each edge partition within the DVP (or SVP) specific partition groups and execute one such partition at a time. In order to avoid conflict, GraphLego maintains a counter with an initial value of 0 for each specific partition group. When a thread finished the Scatter process of an edge partition within the partition group: put the partial update into the partial update list, this thread checks if counter is equal to the number of associated edge partitions for the specific partition group. If not, this thread performs counter++ and the scheduler assigns an unprocessed edge partition within the same specific partition group to it. Otherwise, we know that GraphLego have finished the processing of all edge partitions within the partition group. Thus, this thread continues to perform the Gather process to aggregate all partial updates of this DVP (or SVP) in its partial update list to generate its complete update. Finally, the final update of this DVP (or SVP) in the current itera-tion are written back to disk. Then, this thread will start to fetch and process the next unfinished or unprocessed DVP (or SVP) and the set of subgraph partitions associated to this DVP (or SVP) in the same manner. We complete one round of iterative computation when vertices in all DVPs (or SVPs) are examined and updated.
Parallel edge update. In GraphLego each edge must belong to one in-edge dice (IED) and one out-edge dice (OED). Thus, edge update is relatively straightforward. GraphLego also implements a two-level parallelism at the strip level by strip threads and at the vertex level by vertex subthreads. An individual strip thread is assigned to a single DVP (or SVP) to sequentially execute the updates of associated edges of this DVP (or SVP) slice by slice. When a DVP (or SVP) thread finishes the updates of all associated edges of a DVP (or SVP), this DVP (or SVP) thread will fetch and process the associated edges of the next unprocessed DVP (or SVP) in the same manner without synchronization.
Configuration of Partitioning Parameters
Given a total amount of memory available, we need to determine the best settings of the partitioning parameters for achieving the optimal computational performance. GraphLego supports three alternative methods to determine the settings of parameters: user definition, simple estimation, and regression-learning based configurations.
User Definition. We provide user-defined configuration as an option for expert users to modify the system default configuration.
Simple Estimation. The general heuristic used in simple estimation is to determine p (#Slices), q (#Strips) and r (#Dices) based on the estimation of whether each subgraph block for the given partition unit plus the intermediate results will fit into the available working memory. In GraphLego, we provide simple estimation from two dimensions: the past knowledge from regression-based learning and the simple estimation in the absence of prior experiences by estimating the size of the subgraph blocks and the intermediate results depending on the specific graph applications. GraphLego uses the parameter settings produced by simple estimation as the system-defined default configuration.
In summary, the decision of whether to use slice, strip or dice as the partition unit to access the graph data on disk and to process the graph data in memory should be based on achieving a good balance between the following two criteria: (1) We need to choose the partition unit that can best balance the parallel computation workloads with bounded working memory; and (2) we need to minimize excessive disk I/O cost by maximizing sequential disk access in each iteration of the graph algorithm.
Regression-based Learning. A number of factors may impact the performance of GraphLego, such as concrete applications, graph datasets, the number of CPU cores, the DRAM capacity. Thus, for a given graph application, a given dataset and a given server, we want to find the latent relationship between the number of partitions and the runtime. In order to learn the best settings of these partitioning parameters, we first utilize multiple polynomial regression [47] to model the nonlinear relationship between independent variables p, q or r and dependent variable T (the runtime) as an n th order polynomial. A regression model relates T to a function of p, q, r, and the undetermined coefficients α:
Application Propagation Core Computation PageRank [21] single graph matrix-vector SpMV [22] single graph matrix-vector Connected Components [23] single graph graph traversal Diffusion Kernel [24] two graphs matrix-matrix Inc-Cluster [25] two graphs matrix-matrix Matrix Multiplication two graphs matrix-matrix LMF [26] multigraph matrix-vector AEClass [27] multigraph matrix-vector Table 3 : Experiment Datasets np, nq and nr are the highest orders of variables p, q or r, and ϵ represents the error term of the model.
We then select m samples of (p l , q l , r l , T l ) (1 ≤ l ≤ m) from the existing experiment results, such as the points in Figure 15 (c)-(d), to generate the following m linear equations:
We adopt the least squares approach [48] to solve the above overdetermined linear equations and generate the regression coefficients α ijk . Finally, we utilize a successive convex approximation method (SCA) [49] to solve this polynomial programming problem with the objective of minimizing the predicted runtime and generate the optimal p, q and r. The experimental evaluation demonstrates that our regression-based learning method can select the optimal setting for the partitioning parameters, which gives GraphLego the best performance under the available system resource.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We evaluate the performance of GraphLego using a set of well-known iterative graph applications in Table 2 on a set of large real world graphs in Table 3 . DBLPS is a single heterogeneous graph with three kinds of vertices: 964,166 authors, 6,992 conferences and 363,352 keywords, and 31,962,786 heterogeneous links. By following the edge classification method in [27] , we construct a coauthor multigraph, DBLPM, with 964,166 authors and 10,180,035 coauthor links. Each pair of authors have at most 24 parallel coauthor links, each represents one of the 24 computer research fields [46] , as mentioned in Section 3.1.2. Similarly, we build a friendship multigraph of Last.fm with 2,500,000 highly active users and 42,782,231 parallel friendship links. All the experiments were performed on a 4-core PC with Intel Core i5-750 CPU at 2.66 GHz, 16 GB memory, and a 1 TB hard drive, running Linux 64-bit. We compare GraphLego with three existing representative single PC systems: GraphLab [4] , GraphChi [11] and X-Stream [16] .
We use regression-based learning described in Section 3.5 to choose the optimal setting for the GraphLego partitioning Graph GraphLab GraphChi X-Stream GraphLego Yahoo [40] Table 4 : Building Time (seconds) parameters p, q and ri or ro. To show the significance of multi-level graph parallel abstraction powered by resourceadaptive customization, we evaluate and compare the following four versions of GraphLego: (1) GraphLego with the optimal setting of p, q and r; (2) GraphLego-OSL with only the optimal p (#Slices); (3) GraphLego-OST with only the optimal q (#Strips); and (4) GraphLego-OD with only the optimal r (#Dices).
Preprocessing Efficiency
Most of graph processing systems transform the raw graph text files into their internal graph representations through preprocessing. The preprocessing step typically performs three tasks: (1) read a raw graph dataset into memory block by block, (2) transform raw data blocks into the systemspecific internal storage format, and (3) write the preprocessed data back to disk block by block. Table 4 compares the preprocessing time by four graph parallel systems. GraphLab can directly work on those raw graph text files with ordered edges, such as Yahoo, uk-union and uk-2007-05. Thus there is no building time for these datasets. However, for graph datasets with unordered edges, GraphLab needs to presort the graph text files. In this case, GraphLab tends to be the slowest in building time. The building time in X-Stream is usually 2-3 times slower than GraphLego since X-Stream uses a single thread to execute the import task line by line. GraphChi utilizes multiple threads to perform the transformation task and it only needs to build one copy of in-edges. GraphLego imports data faster than XStream and GraphLab, but slower than GraphChi, primarily due to the fact that GraphLego builds two copies of the raw graph: in-edge cube and out-edge cube and GraphLego executes in-memory gzip compression in parallel to reduce the total I/O cost for iterative graph computations. 7 -2.27×10 7 ) and consistently higher than GraphLab, GraphChi and X-Stream and outperforms all versions of GraphLego with partial optimization on all six datasets, with the throughput values by GraphLego-OSL as the lowest (9.38×10 6 -2.20×10 7 ), especially on the largest three graphs. Comparing among the three partialoptimization versions of GraphLego, GraphLego-OSL achieves the highest throughput on two smaller datasets (Facebook and DBLPS) but GraphLego-OD obtains the best performance on other four large-scale graphs (Facebook and D-BLPS). This demonstrates that, when handling large-scale graphs, we should focus more on the optimization of ri (or : SpMV on Six Real Graphs ro) by drilling down to the lowest level of granularity in multi-level abstraction to ensure better work balance. On the other hand, the optimization of p should be emphasized for addressing small-scale graphs by rolling up to the highest level of granularity to maximize the sequential bandwidth. Figure 6 (b) compares the running time by different graphparallel models, including the loading time of preprocessed graph partitions from disk partition by partition, the inmemory decompression time (only for GraphLego and its variants), the computation time, and the time to write results back to disk. The runtime comparison is consistent with the throughput evaluation in Figure 6 (a). The GraphLego family outperforms GraphLab, GraphChi and X-Stream in all experiments. X-Stream achieves the worst performance on all six graph datasets. Although both GraphChi and GraphLab are slower than all versions of GraphLego, GraphChi is relatively faster than GraphLab, as it breaks the edges of large graph into small shards and sort edges in each shard for fast access.
Execution Efficiency on Single Graph
Similar trends are observed for the performance comparison of SpMV and Connected Components (CC) in Figure  7 and Figure 8 respectively. Given that X-Stream failed to work on Yahoo and uk-union when running up to 36,000 seconds in the experiment of CC, we did not plot X-Stream for these two datasets in Figure 8 . Compared to GraphLab, GraphChi and X-Stream, GraphLego (with the optimization of all parameters) doubles the throughput and runs twice faster in seconds.
Execution Efficiency on Multiple Graphs
Figures 9-11 present the performance comparison of iterative applications on multiple graphs with different graphparallel models. Since GraphLab, GraphChi and X-Stream can not directly address matrix-matrix multiplications among multiple graphs, we thus modify the corresponding implementations to run the above graph applications. As the complexity of matrix-matrix multiplication (O(n 3 )) is much larger than the complexity of matrix-vector multiplication and graph traversal (O(n 2 )), we only compare the performance by different graph-parallel models on two s- Figure 12 exhibits the efficiency comparison of PageRank on multiple graphs by GraphLego with different numbers of slices along dimension W . Although the above graphs are simple graphs (non-multigraphs) with the edge weights of 0 or 1, PageRank [21] needs to iteratively calculate the multiplication between the transition matrix M and the ranking vector R. Similar examples include Diffusion Kernel [24] which repeatedly computes the power of the generator H (real symmetric matrix), and Inc-Cluster [25] which iteratively calculates the power of the transition matrix PA. To reduce the repeated cost of calculating the transition probabilities, instead of stocking the original simple graphs, we store the above graphs with their representations of transition matrix for PageRank in our current implementation. From the runtime curve (or the throughput curve) for each dataset, we have observed that the optimal #Slices on different graphs are quite different, depending on the graph size and the edge weight distribution: large-scale graphs contain more vertices and edges such that there exists more distinct edge weights.
Effect of Partitioning on Dimension W
The optimal values of #Slices on Yahoo, uk-union, uk-2007-05, Twitter, Facebook and DBLPS are 13, 10, 7, 7, 4 and 4, respectively.
Figures 13-14 present the performance comparison of two multigraph algorithms with the GraphLego implementation. LMF [26] is a graph clustering algorithm based on multigraph in both unsupervised and semi-supervised settings, with the Linked Matrix Factorization (LMF) to extract reliable features and yield better clustering results. AEClass [27] transforms the problem of multi-label classification of heterogeneous information networks into the task of multi-label classification of coauthor (or friendship) multigraph based on activity-based edge classification. GraphLego partitions the 3D cube of a multigraph into p slices along dimension W . Each slice consists of parallel edges with a unique semantics. By hashing the parallel edges with the same semantics into the same partition, each slice corresponds to one partition, and represents a subgraph with only those edges that have the corresponding semantics included in the hash bucket for that partition. It is observed that the running time is relatively long when we ignore the slice partitioning, i.e, #Slices = 1. This demonstrates that GraphLego can deliver significant speedup for big multigraph analysis by running iterative computations on p slices with different semantics in parallel. In addition, we have observed that the optimal value of #Slices for a specific multigraph is related to the graph size, the edge weight distribution, and the graph algorithm. Figure 15 measures the performance impact of different numbers of partition on GraphLego with PageRank running over Twitter, Diffusion Kernel and Inc-Cluster running on Facebook. The x-axis shows different settings of the number of partition units (slices, strips and dices). We vary the number of one partition unit, say slice, from 1 to 10,000 and fix the settings of other two units, say setting strips and dices as 5 in each figure. It is observed that the runtime curve (or the throughput curve) for each application in each figure follows a similar "U" curve (inverted "U" curve) with respect to the size of partition unit, i.e., the runtime is very long when the unit size is relatively small or very large and it is almost a stable horizontal line when the unit size stands in between two borderlines. This is because the bigger units often lead to substantial work imbalance in iterative graph applications. On the other hand, the smaller units may result in frequent external storage access and lots of page replacements between units lying in different pages. Among three partition units, the policy of dice partition achieves the best performance on large-scale graphs but the policy of slice partition achieves the best performance on small-scale graphs. Figures  15 (g)-(h) show the memory utilization comparison. The memory utilization for each application is totally contrary to its CPU utilization when the number of partition units is increasing: the smaller the number of partitions, the larger size each partition will have, thus the larger the memory usage. Figure 16 shows the effectiveness of the predicated runtime with regression-based learning method for PageRank over Twitter, Diffusion Kernel and Inc-Cluster on Facebook. Instead of the biased or incorrect decision made with experiential knowledge, GraphLego utilizes the multiple polynomial regression model and the successive convex approximation method to discover the optimal numbers of partition units to minimize the execution time. In spite of the common fixed partition scheme, GraphLego implements the 3D cube storage of graph and multi-level graph parallel abstraction to support access locality for various graph analysis algorithms, graphs with different characteristics, and PCs with diverse configurations by drilling down to the lowest level of granularity or by rolling up to the highest level of granularity in multi-level abstraction. The predication curve fits very well with the real execution curve on two settings of the optimal number of partition units (slices and dices) respectively, especially in data points corresponding to the optimal runtime (#Slices=75-250 and #Dices=50-500). Compared to the computational cost of iterative graph applications, the prediction cost is very small due to very small np, nq, nr i , nr o ≪|V | for large-scale graphs. In the current implementation, we set np=nq=nr i =nr o =3 in Eq. Tables 5 and 6 compare the optimal p (#Slices), q (#Strips), r (#Dices) generated by offline regression-based learning. Table 5 exhibits the optimal parameters by PageRank on three datasets using two PCs with different memory capabilities. From Table 5 , we observe that the multiplications of p * q * r on the 2-core PC are about 2.67-5.97 times than the multiplications of p * q * r on the 4-core PC. This indicates that GraphLego can achieve good performance based on a simple estimation in terms of the optimal parameter setup Table 5 : Optimal Partitioning Parameters for PageRank on the existing machines as long as the simple estimation lies in the near-horizontal interval of the runtime "U" curve shown in Figure 15 . Table 6 compares the optimal parameters recommended by regression-based learning for two applications over three different datasets on the 4-core PC. Clearly, the number of partitions grows as the graph dataset gets larger. [16] . X-Stream consumes more I/O bandwidth than GraphChi. We observe that (1) Although Graphchi needs to load both in-edges (the shard itself) and out-edges (one sliding window of each of other shards) of a shard into memory, GraphChi updates this shard in memory and then directly write the update to disk. The size of a sliding window of one shard is much smaller than the size of the shard itself; (2) in X-Stream, the huge graph storage dramatically increases the total I/O cost. In addition, the two-phase implementation also doubles the I/O cost: for each streaming partition, the merged scatter/shuffle phase reads its out-edges from disk and writes its updates to disk, and the gather phase loads its updates from disk. When the graph is relatively dense or the edge update is very frequent at the beginning phase of computational iterations, the number of updates approximately equals to the number of edges. The parallelism of I/O processing may also result in higher disk seek time on the standard PC with a single disk; and (3) the gzip-compressed storage helps GraphLego dramatically reduce the total I/O cost. At each iteration, GraphLego reads the in-edges of each DVP, calculates the updates of vertices in the DVP and writes the updates to the private buffer if the entire vertices can fit into the memory, or writes them back to disk if the working memory is limited. After completing the updating of a DVP, 
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CONCLUSIONS
We have presented GraphLego, a resource adaptive graph processing system with multi-level graph parallel abstractions. GraphLego has three novel features: (1) we introduce multi-level graph parallel abstraction by partitioning a large graph into subgraphs based on slice, strip and dice partitionings; (2) we dynamically determine the right abstraction level based on the available resource for iterative graph computations. This resource-adaptive graph partitioning approach enables GraphLego to respond to computing platforms with different resources and real-world graphs with different sizes through multi-level graph parallel abstractions; (3) GraphLego uses dice-based data placement algorithm to store a large graph on disk to minimize random disk access and enable more structured in-memory access.
